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ABSTRACT 

Orbital precession is shown to be the result of ECE2 relativity and the relevant 

lagrangian, both in two dimensional and three dimensional orbits. For example, precession of 

the perihelion of Mercury can be produced by this theory. Einsteinian general relativity is not 

only incorrect but irrelevant. The same type of lagrangian analysis is applied to find novel 

equations of quantum mechanics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent papers of this series { 1 - 12}, ECE2 lagrangian theory has been applied 

to the dynamics of gyroscopes, three dimensional orbits and a novel lagrangian quantum 

mechanics. In Section 2 it is shown that the lagrangian of ECE2 special relativity leads to 

orbital precession without use of the incorrect and obsolete Einsteinian general relativity. 

ECE2 relativity has been developed in UFT313 ff. on combined sites \V\vw.aias.us and 

\VWw.upitec.org .. It has the structure of special relativity, but is developed in a space with 

non zero torsion and curvature. Therefore the ECE2 lagrangian is the lagrangian of special 

relativity. The relevant Euler Lagrange equations can be solved simultaneously with the same 

numerical methods as used in UFT368 to UFT371. This solution leads directly to a 

precessing orbit which can be compared with astronomical data as in Section 3. The same 

lagrangian methods lead to novel results of general utility in quantum mechanics. These new 

equations of quantum mechanics are summarized in Section 2. 

This paper is a brief synopsis of extensive calculations found in the accompanying 

notes for UFT372 on W\V\V.aias.us. Note 372(1) gives the basic equations of the new 

lagrangian approach, exemplified by the H atom. The latter is described in terms of a 

quantized plane elliptical orbit. Note 3 72(2) discusses the 1 = 0 state ofthe hydrogen atom, 

and Note 372(3) sets up the hamiltonian for the helium atom. Notes 372(4) and 372(5) give 

details of the calculation of the relativistic orbit and notes 372(6) to 372(8) develop new 

general equations of quantum mechanics from the lagrangian method. 

Section 3 gives graphical results for the precessing orbit, and makes a comparison 

with the astronomical data for the precession of the perihelion of planets in the solar system. 

It also discusses Moebius orbits. 
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2. PRECESSING ORBITS AND LAGRANGIAN QUANTUM MECHANICS 

Consider the lagrangian of ECE2 relativity { 1 - 12}: 

J 'l( "lj''~ - Ill.. \-" - -·~c.. -
") 

G-

in which a mass m orbits a mass M in a plane defined by the plane polar coordinates 

( r, f ). The magnitude of the distance between m and M is r, and the orbital velocity 

ofm is: • "l ) ~ J 
( ;- < l -(~ --

Here c is the speed of light in vacuo. The proper Lagrange variables are r and f , and 

the Euler Lagrange equations are: 

di - ~ di -&) - -- ott ;)( d( 

and 

J;[ - (4-). ;)f - ~ -- - • 

~t ot± df 
These are solved simultaneously to give: • - Cs) -- { - . 
and the orbit 

' -
Q.E.D. The numerical method uses Runge Kutta integration with Maxima as described in 
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UFT368 to UFT371. The orbit is a precessing ellipse, Q.E.D., and is graphed in Section 3. 

A precessing ellipse is therefore produced by ECE2 relativity, there is no need for the 

obsolete and incorrect Einstein theory. 

The three dimensional lagrangian is the same as Eq. ( 1 ), but: 

. ~ ') . ~ 
{ + ( ~ h) 

where . ) 
8 

in the spherical polar coordinates system ( r, 8 f ), The proper Lagrange variables 

are r, e , and f , and the three Euler Lagrange equations are: 

Jf - L Jt - (") 
o( A ~( 
Jf _ _L J 1 (to\ F ett r~e - - . J 

c)! ,_ ~ Jf ~(t0 
Jf ~ cif 

These are solved simultaneously in Section 3 and again give a precessing orbit, the details of 

which are graphed in Section 3. In this case the precessing planar orbit can be tilted with 

respect to orbit given by plane polar coordinates. In certain circumstances this can give rise 

to astronomically observable Moebius strip orbit!> as graphed in Section 3_ 

In theory, this orbital Lagrange theory can be applied to the quantization of the 

hydrogen (H) atom by using the Coulomb potential: 



in the lagrangian ( .1_ ). Here e is the charge on the proton. and ( 0 the vacuum 

permittivity. The classical velocity of the electron in the H atom is: 

~ .,. ( ~< -\- (8 ~e + ( f s.-.__e 3-f ~('0 
in spherical polar coordinates. with unit vectors 3:-.' . .g_ e . and 12 <f> 

Quantization takes place as follo~·s{ ~ -::. £ i _ ( \1+) 

){ ~ 
_; t ~ i - i 1 ( tS) 

where the gradient of the wavefunction is: 

\ Y!._ i-r 
~i ~ 

~ \ ~ ~B -\-- -\-- --<" J8 (Sta-8 Jcf J( ' - (lb) Nottthat the relativistic energy: 

f 't~: -Cn) 
and momentum: 

- (t~) 
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are used in the quantization. 

The first order quantum equations are ~herefore: 

... -
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There is also the second order equation: 

In the non relativistic limit these equations become: 

and: 



In preceding UFT papers and in UFT270, the lagrangian method was used on the 

classical level to give the classical angular momenta: 

(e) 
and 

It is well known { 1 - 12} that these quantize as follows for all atoms and molecules: 

t) 1 .,_ u (_ ~ \- \) t - l ?.t) 

l~t~--t~~i (3)) 
where 1 is the angular momentum quantum number and where: 

~..{ .,_ - ~ ) --. , e 
is the azimuthal quantum number. 

By quantum classical equivalence ,, 
l,_ i -- -r~-r 

giving the expectation value of Lagrangian quantum mechanics: 

(__ ~/ + s:h.") e '> 
Simi!( r~? (~ (e) t + \.~e 'j '> -
so 
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From Lagrangian theory on the classical level: 

~( e ~ ") . ( 
giving the expectation value: 

< L"l- L~ 
$\"-') 8 

of Lagrangian quantum mechanics. 

From Eqs. ( "ll ) and ( '-\-\ ): 

. 
-\ 
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From Eqs. ( }l ) and ( .)q ): 

'"' L~ L .(. - '- --
~ "') 

s.-" 8 
These are fundamental equations of Lagrangian quantum mechanics. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL AND GRAPHICAL RESULTS 

Section by Dr. Horst Eckardt 
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